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VOLUNTARY ANNOUNCEMENT

INCREASE IN SHAREHOLDING BY DIRECTORS AND
CONTROLLING SHAREHOLDERS

This announcement is made by Renrui Human Resources Technology
Holdings Limited (the “Company”) on a voluntary basis.

The board (the “Board”) of directors (the “Directors”) of the Company has
been informed by Mr. Zhang Jianguo (“Mr. JG Zhang”), an executive Director,
the Chairman, the Chief Executive Officer and a controlling shareholder of the
Company, that Ming Feng Holdings Limited (“Ming Feng”), a company
wholly-owned by Mr. JG Zhang, acquired a total of 312,000 shares of the
Company (the “Shares”) (representing in aggregate approximately 0.20% of
the total issued share capital of the Company) on the market during the period
from 31 August 2022 to 2 September 2022 for an aggregate consideration of
HK$1,888,550 (representing a weighted average price of approximately
HK$6.05 per Share) (the “Ming Feng Acquisition”).

The Board has also been informed by Mr. Zhang Feng (“Mr. F. Zhang”), an
executive Director, the Chief Operating Officer and a controlling shareholder of
the Company, that Wu Fu Min Feng Holdings Limited (“Wu Fu Min Feng”), a
company wholly owned by Mr. F Zhang, acquired a total of 164,200 Shares
(representing in aggregate approximately 0.10% of the total issued share
capital of the Company) on the market during the period from 31 August 2022
to 2 September 2022 for an aggregate consideration of HK$988,697
(representing a weighted average price of approximately HK$6.02 per Share)
(the “Wu Fu Min Feng Acquisition”, together with the Ming Feng Acquisition,
the “Acquisition”).
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Immediately upon the completion of the Ming Feng Acquisition, Ming Feng
holds 46,870,500 Shares and its shareholding in the Company increased from
approximately 29.71% to approximately 29.91%. Immediately upon the
completion of the Wu Fu Min Feng Acquisition, Wu Fu Min Feng holds
5,960,200 Shares and its shareholding in the Company increased from
approximately 3.70% to approximately 3.80%.

Mr. JG Zhang, Mr. F Zhang and Ms. Zhang Jianmei (an executive Director and
the General Manager of the Company) (“Ms. JM Zhang”) entered into an
acting in concert deed dated 18 January 2019 (the “Acting in Concert Deed”)
and as such, they (together with their respective wholly-owned companies,
including Ming Feng and Wu Fu Min Feng) constitute a group of controlling
shareholders of the Company. Further, each of Mr. JG Zhang, Mr. F. Zhang and
Ms. JM Zhang (collectively, the “Concert Parties”) is deemed to be interested
in the Shares or underlying shares of the Company held by the other Concert
Parties as they are parties acting in concert pursuant to the Acting in Concert
Deed.

As such, immediately prior to the completion of the Acquisition, the Concert
Parties together controlled and each of them was deemed to be interested in
59,535,100 Shares/underlying shares of the Company under the Securities
and Futures Ordinance (Chapter 571 of the laws of Hong Kong) (the “SFO”),
representing approximately 37.99% of the total issued share capital of the
Company. Immediately upon the completion of the Acquisition, they together
controlled and each of them was deemed to be interested in 60,011,300
Shares/underlying shares of the Company under the SFO, representing
approximately 38.30% of the total issued share capital of the Company as at
the date of this announcement.
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